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Abstract
There is experimental evidence that the performance of standard subspace algorithms from the literature (e.g. the N4SID method) may
be surprisingly poor in certain experimental conditions. This happens typically when the past signals (past inputs and outputs) and future
input spaces are nearly parallel. In this paper we argue that the poor behavior may be attributed to a form of ill-conditioning of the
underlying multiple regression problem, which may occur for nearly parallel regressors. An elementary error analysis of the subspace
identi cation problem, shows that there are two main possible causes of ill-conditioning. The  rst has to do with near collinearity of the
state and future input subspaces. The second has to do with the dynamical structure of the input signal and may roughly be attributed to
“lack of excitation”. Stochastic realization theory constitutes a natural setting for analyzing subspace identi cation methods. In this setting,
we undertake a comparative study of three widely used subspace methods (N4SID, Robust N4SID and PO-MOESP). The last two methods
are proven to be essentially equivalent and the relative accuracy, regarding the estimation of the (A;C) parameters, is shown to be the same.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Subspace methods for the identi cation of linear systems
have been object of much research in the last 10 years.
In particular subspace methods for time series (no observ-
able inputs) have been thoroughly analyzed in the literature
(Van Overschee & De Moor, 1993; Bauer, 2002; Lindquist
& Picci, 1996) and it seems fair to say that they are per-
haps the most e cient and accurate methods available to-
day for multivariable time series identi cation. The situ-
ation is not the same for identi cation of systems with
observable inputs. Although it is generally admitted that
subspace methods with inputs o er substantial advantages
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over traditional PEM identi cation (Ljung, 1997), espe-
cially for identi cation of multivariable systems, there is ex-
perimental evidence that standard subspace methods (e.g.,
the N4SID method) perform poorly in certain experimen-
tal conditions, in particular when the past signals (past in-
puts and outputs) and future input spaces are nearly paral-
lel (Chiuso & Picci, 1999; Kawauchi, Chiuso, Katayama, &
Picci, 1999). Subspace methods operating on joint input–
output data involve the solution of a multiple regression
problem and the reason for the poor behavior may be at-
tributed to ill-conditioning of the regression problem, which
may occur when the regressors are nearly parallel. Although
this phenomenon is well-known in multivariate statistics
(Stewart, 1987; Belsley, 1991), it does not seem to have
been noticed and analyzed in the subspace identi cation lit-
erature. The study of numerical conditioning of the regres-
sion problem, besides the e ect of numerical roundo  errors,
which are clearly irrelevant in the present context, yields
information on the sensitivity of the parameter and transfer
function estimates to noise in the data, which is instead im-
portant to assess the performance of identi cation methods.
It should be intuitively clear, and it will be demonstrated
formally in the companion paper (Chiuso & Picci, 2004b),
that bad numerical conditioning generally implies a large
variance of the estimates. We believe that this aspect should
0005-1098/$-see front matter ? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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be taken into account in the design and comparison of sub-
space algorithms.
In this paper, which expands on work presented in pre-
vious conference papers (Chiuso & Picci, 1999; Kawauchi
et al., 1999), we shall provide an elementary error analy-
sis of some well-known subspace methods. We shall see
that the sensitivity to random errors of a subspace method
can be measured by the condition number of the conditional
cross-covariance matrices  ˆ x ˆ x|u+, and  u+u+|ˆ x of the state,
given the future inputs, and of the future inputs given the
current state, which will be introduced later in the paper.
We shall relate the conditioning of these two matrices to
the “near parallelism” of the state and future input spaces
and thereby see that there are two main possible causes of
ill-conditioning. The  rst is due to the cross-correlation be-
tween the state and future inputs, while the second is inher-
ent in the dynamical structure of the input signal (and there
is not much one can do about it, if identi cation has to be
based on experiments performed during normal operation of
the plant). Here we make contact and extend the analysis of
the papers (Jansson & Wahlberg, 1997, 1998); where it has
been shown that the singularity of  xx|u+ is a cause of lack
of consistency of subspace methods with inputs. In a sense,
we study also the e ects of near-singularity of this matrix.
A main motivation of this paper is to compare the per-
formance of some widely used subspace methods from the
literature. To this purpose, we undertake a comparative anal-
ysis of the conditioning of N4SID, “Robust” N4SID and
PO-MOESP. The analysis is  rst directed to recasting the
various algorithms into a common setting using ideas from
stochastic realization theory. A result of this analysis is
that, at least for the estimation of the (A;C) parameters,
the “Robust” N4SID and PO-MOESP methods are equiva-
lent. As expected, the original N4SID of (Van Overschee &
De Moor, 1994), is generally worse.
The structure of the paper is as follows:
• In Section 2 we review the basic ideas of subspace iden-
ti cation, discuss the  nite-interval stochastic realization
problem, describe the basic “ideal” Kalman  lter model
which should be used in identi cation with inputs and dis-
cuss some di culties which prevent constructing the state
from  nite input–output data. This explains why there is a
multitude of subspace identi cation methods with inputs
and indicates a common background for their analysis.
• In Section 3 we do some error analysis, comparing the
conditioning of the identi cation (regression) problem
based on the “ideal model”, with the regression problem
occurring in the N4SID method.
• In Section 4 we compare the “Robust N4SID” and PO-
MOESP methods. We prove that these two methods pro-
duce exactly the same estimates of (A;C) and hence the
same conditioning analysis holds for these two methods.
• Section 5 contains some conclusions.
As is well-known, numerical conditioning analysis deals in a
sense with “worst case” situations and one may wonder what
is the practical relevance of the results of this paper in terms
of statistical accuracy (e.g., variance) of the estimates. This
point is answered in the companion paper (Chiuso & Picci,
2004b), where we introduce asymptotic variance formulas
for the (A;C) and (B;D) parameter estimates. From these
formulas, the statistical meaning of the analysis of this paper
emerges very clearly.
2. A review of subspace identi cation
Let
{ut0;:::;u t;:::}; {yt0;:::;y t;:::};
ut ∈Rp;y t ∈Rm (2.1)
beobservedinput–outputtrajectoriesofanunknownsystem,
which we want to identify. For the moment we shall pretend
that the trajectories are in nitely long. We shall assume that
thedataaresamplepathsofapairofzero-meansecond-order
stationary true random processes y = {y(t)}, u = {u(t)}
having a rational spectral density; in other words, data (2.1)
are generated by a linear stochastic system of the form
x(t +1 )=Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Gw(t);
y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t)+Jw(t);t ¿t0; (2.2)
where {x(t)} is the state process of dimensions n, and
{w(t)}isanormalizedwhitenoiseprocessuncorrelatedwith
the past history of all other variables, and A;B;G;C;D;J
are constant matrices. Here, as in most cases in identi ca-
tion, we are not interested in modelling the exogenous input
{u(t)} explicitly. In this paper we shall always make the
assumption that there is no feedback from y to u. This im-
plies that the processes {u(t)} and {w(t)} are completely
uncorrelated. See, e.g. Caines and Chan (1976), Gevers and
Anderson (1982), Picci and Katayama (1996) for a discus-
sion of this concept.
The system (2.2) is also called a stationary stochas-
tic realization of the output process y with input u.I ti s
well-known that there are always in nitely many such lin-
ear representations of y, which are equivalent up to (con-
ditional) second-order statistics. Without loss of generality
we shall only consider realizations which are stochastically
minimal,inthesensethatthestatedimension,n,isthesmall-
est possible. This implies in particular (but is not equiva-
lent to) that the triplet {C;A;[BG]} is minimal in the usual
system-theoretic sense. A realization which is unique up to
change of basis, is the so-called “innovation representation”
x(t +1 )=Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Ke(t);
y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t)+e(t); (2.3)
where the white noise {e(t)} has the meaning of (stationary)
one step prediction error of {y(t)}, given the in nite past
history of {y(t)}{ u(t)} up to time t − 1.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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Subspace identi cation is based on the following idea.
Since the processes {y(t)}, {u(t)}, {x(t)} satisfy the equa-
tions of the linear innovation model (2.3), it is obvious that
the  nite “tail” matrices, Yt, Ut, Xt, constructed at each time
t from the observed samples by letting 1
Yt := [yt yt+1 ···yt+N−1] (2.4)
must also satisfy (2.3), i.e.
Xt+1 = AXt + BUt + KEt
Yt = CXt + DUt + Et
=
 
AB
CD
  
Xt
Ut
 
+
 
K
I
 
Et; (2.5)
where Et := [et et+1 ···et+N−1] is the innovation tail. This
equation can be interpreted as a regression model describ-
ing Xt+1;Y t in terms of Xt;U t. Hence, if the tail matrices
Xt+1;X t;U t, Yt, were given, one could solve (2.5) for the
unknown parameters (A;B;C;D), by least squares.
It turns out that, under a generic assumption of invertibil-
ity of the joint covariance matrix
E
  
x(t)
u(t)
 
[x (t) u (t)]
 
the normal equations obtained by multiplying the last mem-
berof(2.5)by[X  
t U 
t ],areuniquelysolvableintheparam-
eters (A;B;C;D) for N large enough. In the ideal case when
in nitely long sample trajectories are available (N →∞ ),
Et is orthogonal 2 to the past data, namely Et ⊥ (Xs;U s) for
all s6t by absence of feedback (this is only approximately
true for N large but  nite). Then, the estimates computed
by solving the normal equations coincide, for N →∞ , with
the true parameters of the system (consistency). Hence, in
an ideal situation where we had available the input–output
tail matrices at time t, and also a corresponding pair of state
tail matrices at the successive time instants t and t +1, con-
sistent identi cation of the parameters (A;B;C;D) of system
(2.2) would be a straightforward matter.
In practice the state trajectory is not given to us. How-
ever, it is known that the state of certain realizations, in par-
ticular the innovation realization (2.3), can be constructed
from the input–output processes. In our case we only have
available a  nite input–output sequence, {ut;y t}t=0;:::;N or
equivalently, an input–output tail sequence {Ut;Y t}t=0;:::;T
(where T N) and the state vector at time t needs to be
constructed (in general approximately) from the available
data. It is seen that the construction of the state becomes a
central step in the subspace approach to identi cation. Most
subspace identi cation methods in the literature can be seen
as di erent ways to implement this step.
The problem of constructing the state and state-space
models of stochastic processes is the main concern of
1 Similar de nitions hold for Ut and Xt.
2 Orthogonality is with respect to the inner product (2.7) which will
be de ned later.
stochastic realization theory. The theory provides proce-
dures for state space construction based on geometric oper-
ations on certain Hilbert spaces of random variables which
are linear functionals of the input and output processes of
the system. These spaces will be introduced below.
In general terms, subspace identi cation with inputs could
be seen as consisting of three basic steps: (i) construction
of (a sample estimate of) the state vector of a state-space
representation of the process y, (ii) solution of a multi-
ple linear regression problem to determine the system ma-
trices (A;B;C;D) of the deterministic part of the model,
(iii) estimation of the stochastic noise parameters K and
  = E{e(t)e(t) }, from the parameters obtained in the
previous step.
In this paper we shall not consider the third step at all and
concentrate only on the estimation of the “deterministic”
parameters (A;B;C;D).
2.1. Notations
For −∞6t0 6t 6T 6+∞ de ne the Hilbert space of
scalar zero-mean random variables
U[t0;t) := span{uk(s);k =1 ;:::;p;t 0 6s¡t};
where the bar denotes closure in mean square, i.e. in the
metricde nedbytheinnerproduct ^;   := E{^; },theop-
erator E denoting mathematical expectation. A similar de -
nition holds for Y[t0;t). We shall let P[t0;t) := U[t0;t) ∨ Y[t0;t)
denote the joint past space of the input and output processes
at time t (the ∨ denotes closed vector sum). Similarly, let
U[t;T];Y[t;T] be the respective future spaces up to time T,
say:
U[t;T] := span{uk(s);k =1 ;:::;p;t6s6T}:
By convention the past spaces do not include the present.
When t0 = −∞ we shall use the shorthands U
−
t ;Y
−
t for
U[−∞;t);Y[−∞;t), the closed vector sum U
−
t ∨ Y
−
t being
denoted by P
−
t (the in nite joint past at time t). These
are the Hilbert spaces of random variables spanned by the
in nite past of u and y up to time t.
Subspaces spanned by random variables at just one time
instant (e.g., U[t;t];Y[t;t], etc.) are simply denoted Ut;Yt,
etc. while for the spaces generated by the whole time history
of u and y we shall use the symbols U, Y, respectively.
All through this paper we shall assume that the input
process is “su ciently rich”, in the sense that U[t0;T] admits
the direct sum decomposition
U[t0;T] = U[t0;t) + U[t;T];t 0 6t¡T (2.6)
the + sign denoting direct sum of subspaces. The symbol ⊕
will be reserved for orthogonal direct sum. Various condi-
tions ensuring su cient richness are known. For example, it
is well-known that for a full-rank purely non deterministic
(p.n.d.) process u to be su ciently rich it is necessary and
su cient that the determinant of the spectral density ma-
trix  u should have no zeros on the unit circle (Hannan &
Poskitt, 1988).ARTICLE IN PRESS
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2.1.1. The sample-trajectory framework
Under a natural second-order ergodicity assumption,
(Lindquist & Picci, 1996), a sequence of semi-in nite tail
matrices constructed from a time series, in particular our
sample trajectory (2.1), can be looked upon as an object iso-
morphic to a stationary random process. This isomorphism
is de ned by the correspondence
I :
 
a y(t)  → a Yt;a ∈Rm;
b u(t)  → b Ut;b ∈Rp
mapping linear combinations of the components of the ran-
dom variables at time t of the processes {y} and {u} into
the same linear combinations of the rows of the semi-in nite
tail matrices at time t of the ergodic trajectory. It is an ob-
vious consequence of ergodicity that if we de ne an inner
product of semi-in nite sequences  ; ∈RZ+ by the limit 3
  ;   := lim
N→∞
1
N +1 
N
t=0  t t (2.7)
then I is an isometry, i.e. preserves inner products. It
follows, (Rozanov, 1967, p. 14), that the Hilbert space
span{Yt;U t|t ¿t0}, linearly generated by the rows of the
semi-in nite tail sequences {Yt;U t|t ¿t0} (here N = ∞!),
closed with respect to the norm induced by the inner prod-
uct (2.7), and the “stochastic” Hilbert space Y ∨ U of
zero-mean second order random variables introduced above,
are isometrically isomorphic Hilbert spaces. This means
that for operations concerning computations of second or-
der moments and the relative limits, working with bona- de
random variables as maps de ned on a probability space, is
equivalent to working with semi-in nite real sequences be-
longing to the isomorphic Hilbert space span{Yt;U t|t ¿t0}.
Henceforth it will be convenient to regard the two
spaces as being the same object. We shall therefore
denote semi-in nite real or vector-valued sequences in
span{Yt;U t|t ¿t0} by boldface lowercase letters, exactly
like random quantities in Y ∨ U. This point of view will
turn out to be very convenient later on, since it will allow
us to employ in the statistical setup of identi cation, exactly
the same formalism and notations used in the ordinary L2
setting of stochastic systems.
We shall instead use capitals (e.g. Xt;Y t; etc.) to denote
the  nite tail matrices (2.4) made of data sequences from t
onwards up to time t + N. The symbol Y[ ;T] will be used
to denote the Hankel matrix
[Y  
  ···Y  
T ]
 
and YN
[ ;T] the corresponding ( nite-dimensional) row-
space. Since for N →∞ , Y[ ;T] becomes the m(T −   +
1)-dimensional column random vector y[ ;T] (or equiva-
lently, the m(T −   +1 )×∞matrix of semi-in nite tails),
one can say that YN
[ ;T] → Y[ ;T] for N →∞ . “Approximat-
ing” spaces of random variables by vector spaces spanned
3 Under second-order ergodicity, the sum in (2.7) converges for all
sequences whose elements are made of  nite linear combinations of the
rows of (possibly time-shifted) tails of the given stationary time series.
by the rows of tail matrices is a standard device in subspace
identi cation.
In this paper T will denote a  xed terminal time; for sim-
plicity the stochastic vectors u[t;T−1] and u[t;T] will occasion-
ally be denoted u+
t and   u+
t , namely
u+
t := [u (t)···u (T − 1)]
 ;   u+
t := [(u+
t ) u(T) ]
 :
Similar notations will be used in the following without
further comments.
The matrix of inner products of the  nite vector sequences
X =[ x0;x 1;:::;x N];Y=[ y0;y 1;:::;y N], generated by sam-
pling the random vectors x and y, will be denoted
EN[XY  ]: =
1
N +1 
N
k=0 xky 
k :
This is just the sample covariance matrix of x and y, and
will also be denoted ˆ  xy. In the same spirit we shall write
E[x|y]: =E[xy ]E[yy ]
−1y;
when x and y are random vectors and
EN[X |Y]: =EN[XY  ]EN[YY  ]
−1Y;
when X and Y are  nite vector sequences. The latter expres-
sion is nothing else but the well-known formula solving the
(deterministic) least-squares problem
min
A∈Rn×m  Y − AX :
Since for N →∞ , X → x, Y → y and ˆ  xy →  xy, (the
true covariance of x and y), for in nitely long sequences
we have limN→∞ EN[X |Y]=E[x|y].
2.2. Constructing the state
The construction of the state space can be based on the
prescriptions of stochastic realization theory with inputs
(Picci & Katayama, 1996; Katayama & Picci, 1999; Picci,
1997). In particular, we recall that the state space at time t
of any stationary realization (2.2)
Xt := span{xk(t);k =1 ;:::;n;}
has the property of being a (minimal) oblique Markovian
splitting subspace for the process y, namely
E U+
t [Y+
t ∨ X+
t |X−
t ∨ P−
t ]
=E U+
t [Y+
t ∨ X+
t |Xt ∨ Ut] (2.8)
where the symbol E C[A|B] denotes the oblique projection
of the subspace A onto B along the subspace C.
The oblique Markovian splitting property is equivalent to
the property of state for stochastic systems with inputs. In
fact, an arbitrary choice of basis on any such subspace yields
a state vector, and leads to a stochastic model of the type
(2.2). In this sense, a realization of y can be seen merely asARTICLE IN PRESS
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a particular choice of basis in a minimal oblique Markovian
splitting subspace.
Example. It is an important fact, and not di cult to check,
that the components of the state vector x(t) of the innovation
model (2.3) form a basis in the oblique predictor space
Xt := E U+
t [Y+
t |P−
t ] (2.9)
which is a (minimal) oblique Markovian splitting subspace
contained in the past P
−
t . Note that this subspace can in
principle be constructed by an oblique projection, using
input–output data (on an in nite interval).
The above aims at constructing stationary realizations, as-
suming that the input and output processes are given on an
in nite interval. Unfortunately it is not so simple to con-
struct the state space in the presence of an external input,
using input–output data from a  nite time interval and we
shall have to discuss this question in some detail in the next
section.
2.3. Finite-interval realizations:the transient Kalman
 lter
In this section we shall investigate how the state of a
stochastic realization of y may be constructed using the ran-
dom variables of the input and output processes from a  nite
time interval [t0;T]. We shall also discuss what kind of state
space model of y can be obtained starting from these data.
Tothispurposeweneedaconceptofstatespacesequence,
i.e. subspaces {Xt} of the data space Y[t0;T] ∨ U[t0;T](≡
P[t0;T]), t = t0;:::;T, which generalizes the properties of
an oblique Markovian splitting subspace (2.8) to a possibly
non-stationary setting.
De nition 1. A sequence of subspaces of the data space,
Xt ⊆ Y[t0;T] ∨ U[t0;T], t = t0;:::;T, is oblique Markovian
splitting in the  nite interval [t0;T], in short,  nite-interval
oblique Markovian splitting if
E[Xt+1 ∨ Yt|X
−
t+1 ∨ Ut ∨ P−
t ]
=E[Xt+1 ∨ Yt|Xt + Ut]: (2.10)
for all t = t0;:::;T.
It can be shown that the state space of any  nite-interval
realization of y is a  nite-interval oblique Markovian
splitting subspace and, conversely, given a family of
 nite-interval oblique Markovian splitting subspaces, {Xt},
t=t0;:::;T, any choice of basis in {Xt} 4 provides the state
process of a state space realization of y with input process
u,( Chiuso, 2000). One example will be given shortly. As
4 In order to preserve the time-invariance of certain parameters of the
realization, e.g. the observability matrix, the bases in Xt+1 and in Xt
have to be chosen in a suitably “coherent” way, see e.g. Lindquist and
Picci (1996, p. 721).
one can see from (2.10), the state at time t and the present
input act as a su cient statistic also with respect to the
information contained in the future inputs space U(t;T]. This
guarantees that future inputs will not show up explicitly in
the corresponding state-space model, i.e. the model will be
causal in u. However the state itself need in general not be
a causal function of u.
Let Xt be a stationary oblique Markovian splitting sub-
space and de ne the subspaces ˆ Xt by
ˆ Xt := E[Xt|P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]];t = t0;:::;T: (2.11)
Let x(t) be a basis for Xt and x(t + 1) its stationary shift.
Choose a basis in ˆ Xt as
ˆ x(t): =E[x(t)|P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]] (2.12)
and let
ˆ x(t +1 ): =E[x(t +1 ) |P[t0;t] ∨ U[t+1;T]] (2.13)
(this is a choice of basis coherent with (2.12)). Denote by
ˆ Et the transient innovation space de ned by the orthogonal
decomposition
P[t0;t] ∨ U[t+1;T] = ˆ Et ⊕ (P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]) (2.14)
so that ˆ Et = span{ˆ e(t)}, where ˆ e(t)i st h etransient (condi-
tional) innovation process de ned by
ˆ e(t)=y(t) − E[y(t)|P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]]: (2.15)
Let (2.2) be the stationary model associated with the basis
x(t)inthestatespaceXt.Thefollowingresultiswell-known
and has for example been used in Van Overschee and
De Moor (1994).
Theorem 1. The subspaces ˆ Xt are  nite-interval oblique
Markovian splitting. If Xt is minimal, so are the ˆ X 
ts. The
process y admits the following  nite-interval realization,
called the transient conditional Kalman  lter realization on
the interval [t0;T]
ˆ x(t +1 )=Aˆ x(t)+Bu(t)+K(t)ˆ e(t);
y(t)=Cˆ x(t)+Du(t)+ˆ e(t);
ˆ x(t0)=E[x(t0)|U[t0;T]]; (2.16)
where the matrix gain K(t) is given by
K(t)=( AQ(t)C  + GJ )(CQ(t)C  + JJ )−1 (2.17)
thematrixQ(t)isthestateerrorcovarianceQ(t)=E(x(t)−
ˆ x(t))(x(t) − ˆ x(t))  and can be computed by solving a
Riccati di erence equation.
Weseethaty canberepresentedbya nite-intervalmodel
whose state is a function only of the input–output data on the
interval [t0;T]. The deterministic subsystem of the model
(2.16) involves the same constant parameters (A;B;C;D)o f
the stationary model (2.3) that one wants to identify.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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Remark2. ContrarytothestandardKalman lter,theinitial
state estimate ˆ x(t0) is not zero and depends on the future
inputs U[t0T]. This fact (which is pointed out formally in
Picci and Katayama (1996), Lemma 6.1) happens since the
stationary initial state x(t0) is a function of the past input
history and, unless u is white noise, ˆ x(t0)=E[x(t0)|U[t0;T]]i s
then a nontrivial function of the future inputs. This implies,
in spite of the “causal” look of the state Eq. (2.16), that ˆ x(t)
is also a function of the future inputs on [t;T].
This is not an unfortunate characteristic of the model
(2.16), but rather a general fact. For, if we attempt to re-
strict to causal oblique Markovian splitting subspaces, i.e.
to state spaces which are contained in P[t0;t) for each t, then
we end up with a rather restricted class of models.
Proposition 3. Let y and u be related by a  nite di-
mensional stationary model of type (2.2). There are
 nite-interval oblique Markovian splitting subspace Xt
contained in the past P[t0;t) if and only if the model is of
the ARX type of order smaller than t − t0. In particular,
if common dynamics is not allowed, this holds true if and
only if the transfer function F(z)=C(zI − A)−1B + D
of the deterministic subsystem is a matrix polynomial in
z−1, i.e. F(z) is of the FIR type, and the transfer function
G(z)=C(zI − A)−1G + J, of the stochastic subsystem of
(2.2), obtained by setting B =0 ;D=0 ,is of the pure AR
type.
Proof. Necessity: Assume there is an oblique Markovian
splittingsubspaceXt containedinP[t0;t).Itfollowsthatthere
existamatrix =[ 1 2]suchthatx(t)= 1y[t0;t)+ 2u[t0;t).
Since y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t)+e(t) we have that
y(t)=C 1y[t0;t) + C 2u[t0;t) + Du(t)+e(t)
showing that y(t) if of the ARX type of order smaller that
t − t0.
Su ciency: Conversely, if the model is ARX of order
less that t − t0 then the oblique predictor space
Xt = E U+
t [Y+
t |P−
t ]=E U+
t [Y+
t |P[t0;t)]
is contained in the  nite (joint) past. It follows that ˆ Xt=Xt,
showing that there is a  nite-interval oblique Markovian
splitting subspace ˆ Xt ⊆ P[t0;t).
This result states that, excluding a relatively trivial class
of stationary processes,  nite-interval state space-models
with inputs cannot depend causally on the input process. In
general the future of u has to enter in the state of the dy-
namic equations. We shall have to content ourselves with
oblique Markovian splitting subspace which are (condition-
ally) causal i.e., such that Xt ⊆ Y[t0;t) ∨ U[t0;T], like the
Kalman  lter model (2.16). This concept describes the ex-
tent to which the state of a  nite time model can be causal in
the input signal. Note that the situation is drastically di erent
if t0 = −∞. In this case the predictor space (2.9) is a sub-
space of the past P
−
t and de nes the well-known stationary
Kalman predictor (i.e., innovation) model where the state is
a causal function of the past input and output variables.
For the reasons explained in the previous remark, the state
space of the Kalman  lter model (2.16) is not directly con-
structible from the input–output data on the interval [t0;T].
We shall show below that it is not possible to extract gen-
erators for the state space from the output predictors, as it
happens instead in the stationary, in nite past case.
Assume the data are generated by a  nite dimensional
true system (2.2). Compute the h-step ahead predictor of the
output, based on the  nite information available at time t
E[y(t + h)|P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]]
=CAhE[x(t)|P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]]+Hd;hu+
t
=CAhˆ x(t)+Hd;hu+
t ;
h =0 ;1;:::; − 1;  := T − t;
where Hd;h is the h + 1st block-row of the block-Toeplitz
matrix
Hd :=








D 0 ::: 00
CB D ::: 00
. . .
...
. . .
CA −1BC A  −2B ::: CB D








: (2.18)
Looking at these expressions, it seems that one may compute
a basis ˆ x(t) for ˆ Xt by oblique projections of the output
predictors along the future input space U[t;T], as it is done in
the stationary setting (Katayama & Picci, 1999). However,
since
E[y(t + h)|P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]]
=E U[t;T][y(t + h)|P[t0;t)]+E P[t0;t)[y(t + h)|U[t;T]]
=CAhE U[t;T][x(t)|P[t0;t)]
+CAhE P[t0;t)[x(t)|U[t;T]]+Hd;hu+
t ;
there is no obvious way to separate the state component
E P[t0;t)[x(t)|U[t;T]] from Hd;hu+
t , as both terms have a com-
ponent along U[t;T]. Hence it is not possible to extract gen-
erators for the state space from the output predictors. More
generally, there is no known recipe for constructing ˆ Xt (or,
more generally, any  nite-interval oblique Markovian split-
ting subspace) starting only from the available input–output
data Y[t0;T] ∨ U[t0;T]. A consequence of this state of the af-
fairs is that we have no practical rule to implement the basic
principle on which subspace identi cation algorithms with
inputs should be based. 5 In the literature this di culty is
circumvented either by approximations or by a variety of
5 This is not the case for subspace identi cation for time-series (no
inputs). Here we know how to construct the  nite-interval state space
from the random output data (in nite tails) observed on that  nite interval.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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seemingly unrelated ad hoc tricks. This may give the im-
pression that the whole subject hinges on art and trickeries
rather than on basic system principles.
3. Error analysis of subspace methods
Ideally, the  rst step of subspace identi cation should be
of constructing the state of a transient Kalman- lter type
realization (2.16). Naturally, with only  nite data available,
the state vector must be approximated by a  nite tail matrix
and will be a ected by random errors. Hence the parameter
estimates, obtained by regressing the next state and output
variables on the estimated state (and on the observed input)
will also be a ected by errors. In this section we shall show
that the magnitude of these errors depends on the numerical
conditioning of the underlying regression problem. In par-
ticular collinearity of the state and (future) inputs plays an
important role. Further, while for time-series (no inputs) a
good approximation of the state of the  nite-interval Kalman
 lter can be constructed from a clear-cut stochastic real-
ization procedure (Van Overschee & De Moor, 1993), the
situation is unfortunately worse for identi cation in the
presence of exogenous inputs.
3.1. The “ideal” subspace method with inputs
The unknown system matrices (A;B;C;D) parametrize
the transient Kalman  lter realization (2.16)o fy, relative
to a su ciently large time interval [t0;T]. By truncating all
random variables to length N, we obtain the analog of the
stationary regression model (2.5) of Section 2, now adapted
to  nite-interval data. Let ˆ xN(t) be the state tail matrix, a
basis for ˆ XN
t , and ˆ xN(t + 1) a coherent basis for ˆ XN
t+1, and
consider the regression model
 
ˆ xN(t +1 )
Yt
 
=
 
A
C
 
ˆ xN(t)
+
 
B
D
 
Ut +
 
K(t)ˆ eN(t)
ˆ eN(t)
 
: (3.1)
Even if we do not know how to construct a basis ˆ x(t) for the
Kalman  lter realization (2.16) starting from the observable
data, we shall for the moment assume that an estimate, ˆ X t,o f
the (truncated) Kalman  lter state ˆ xN(t) is given to us, such
that for N →∞ , ˆ X t → ˆ x(t) (the “limit” being understood
in the sense explained in Section 2.1). In particular, we
shall assume that the covariance ˆ  ˜ x˜ x, of the  nite-sample
 uctuation error ˜ xN(t): =ˆ xN(t) − ˆ X t tends to zero for
N →∞ . It will be important to keep in mind that the
approximation ˆ X t is (asymptotically) attached to a certain
choice of basis ˆ x(t)i n ˆ Xt.
By setting,   := [ 1  2]: =
 
A
B
C
D
 
and using the esti-
mate ˆ X t, we may recast the regression problem (3.1)a sa
two-blocks regression
Zt :=
 
ˆ X t+1
Yt
 
=  1 ˆ X t +  2Ut + Wt; (3.2)
where Wt denotes an error term. This will be called the
“ideal” regression model.
We shall now attempt to estimate the errors in the pa-
rameters which are caused by the approximation error in the
state vector. It will be instructive to do this error analysis
for the (unrealistic) ideal model  rst, since this model is lin-
ear in the parameters and the estimates are straightforward.
The results will then play the role of a comparison term for
the (realistic) methods proposed in the literature which we
shall analyze later on.
In the following we shall make the blanket assumption
that
ˆ Xt ∩ U[t;T] = {0} (3.3)
holds. This condition, which is necessary for making vari-
ous oblique projection operators well-de ned, is equivalent
to the non-singularity of the conditional covariance matrix
 ˆ x ˆ x|u+ which we shall introduce later on, and has been
called consistency condition by Jansson and Wahlberg
(1997,1998). In these references counter-examples are
given in which  ˆ x ˆ x|u+ may become singular and some suf-
 cient conditions for non-singularity are provided. See e.g.
Eq. (25) in Jansson and Wahlberg (1998). The papers
Peternell, Scherrer and Deistler, 1996; Bauer and Jansson,
2000 provide generic conditions for the consistency condi-
tion to hold, and in Chui, 1997 global consistency conditions
for all systems of  xed degree n are discussed.
The least-squares estimate of   in (3.2) can be computed
using the oblique projection Lemma of Katayama and Picci
(1999, Lemma 1, p. 1637), leading to “sample” Wiener–
Hopf type equations which can be written in either of the
two forms:
ˆ   ˆ   = ˆ  1; ˆ  1 ˆ   ˆ x ˆ x|u = ˆ  z ˆ x|u; ˆ  2 ˆ  uu|x = ˆ  zu|ˆ x; (3.4)
where ˆ   , ˆ  1, ˆ   ˆ x ˆ x|u, etc. are sample estimates of the joint
auto- and cross-covariance matrices of the data and ˆ   de-
notes (matrix) parameter estimate. Now the sample covari-
ance matrices can be expressed as the sum of “true” val-
ues, say   and  1, equal to the limit (i.e. expected) values
of ˆ  ; ˆ  1, plus random errors ˜  ; ˜  1, due to  nite-sample ef-
fect: ˆ   =   + ˜   ˆ  1 =  1 + ˜  1. These originate errors in
the parameter estimates, namely we shall have ˆ   =   +
˜  , where   is the “true” parameter value, solution of the
in nite-datalength (N =∞) ideal regression model consist-
ing just of the  rst two lines of (2.16). For this model, the
consistency condition (3.3) trivially implies the direct sum
condition ˆ Xt ∩ Ut = {0}, and hence, applying again the
oblique projection lemma (Katayama & Picci, 1999; Lemma
1, p. 1637), one gets the limiting expressions (N=∞)o ft h eARTICLE IN PRESS
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parameter estimates as solutions of the Wiener–Hopf type
equations which in the present case take the form
 
A
C
 
 ˆ x ˆ x|u =
 
 ˆ x1 ˆ x|u
 y ˆ x|u
 
; (3.5)
 
B
D
 
 uu|ˆ x =
 
 ˆ x1u|ˆ x
 yu|ˆ x
 
: (3.6)
These expressions involve various conditional covariance
matrices. Those appearing on the left hand side are
 ˆ x ˆ x|u = Var{ˆ x(t) − E(ˆ x(t)|u(t))};
 uu|ˆ x = Var{u(t) − E(u(t)|ˆ x(t))}: (3.7)
The formulas for  ˆ x1 ˆ x|u, etc. are similar, involving ˆ x1 ≡
ˆ x(t + 1) and y ≡ y(t).
Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) are exact expressions valid for in-
 nitely long data. Now, if N is large, the  uctuations on the
covariance estimates due to the  niteness of the sample used
to form the estimate, will be small (namely O(1=N)). In
particular the perturbations on the singular values will be of
the same order of the perturbations on the matrix elements
(Stewart & Sun, 1990). Hence, for N large, second-order
e ects can be neglected and the ampli cation of the relative
errors in the covariance estimate to relative errors in the pa-
rameter estimates, will depend only on the true covariance
matrix   of ˆ x;u. In particular, the size of the relative errors,
say   ˜   =   , can be measured by the condition number of
 . Similarly, we can write (up to second order terms)
˜  1 ˆ xˆ x|u = ˜  z ˆ x|u; ˜  2 uu|ˆ x = ˜  zu|ˆ x
and the magnitude of the (relative) errors in the estimates
of (A;C) and of (B;D), may be assessed by looking at the
condition numbers of the two “true” conditional covariance
matrices  ˆ x ˆ x|u and  uu|ˆ x.
Remark4 (concerning the choice of basis). Clearly, any
invertible linear transformation of the ˆ X t variable in regres-
sion (3.2) leads to a similarity transformation of the esti-
mated model parameters. It is desirable that the measure of
relative error on the parameter estimates should be invari-
ant with respect to such similarity transformations, since af-
ter all we are only interested in estimating quantities which
are invariant with respect to a change of basis, such as the
transfer function, the system poles, etc.
Unfortunately, the condition number of  ˆ x ˆ x|u changes by
changing basis (since the condition number of  ˆ x ˆ x does)
and it may seem that, just by changing basis in the true
model (2.16), we could make the worst-case relative norm
(or variance) of the parameter estimation error ˜  1, arti -
cially large as we wish. Hence the condition number of the
subproblem (3.5) is not a fair measure of error propagation.
This is essentially the same phenomenon called arti cial
ill-conditioning by Stewart (1987, p. 7). As argued in this
reference, a possible solution to arti cial ill-conditioning is
to introduce some sort of scaling or normalization of the
regressors. In our problem this amounts to normalizing the
(error in the) state by  xing a suitable basis. We may for
this purpose choose any convenient “canonical” basis in the
model (2.16). For example, we may choose a state vector
ˆ x(t) with orthonormal components, corresponding to taking
 ˆ xˆ x = I.
Consider then the Cholesky factors Lˆ x of  ˆ x ˆ x and Lu of
 uu, so that  ˆ x ˆ x =Lˆ xL 
ˆ x ;  uu =LuL 
u . Using a well-known
formula for the conditional covariances, we have
 ˆ x ˆ x|u =  ˆ x ˆ x −  xu  
−1
uu  ux = Lˆ x[I −  ˆ xu  
ˆ xu]L 
ˆ x ;
 uu|ˆ x =  uu −  ux 
−1
xx  xu = Lu[I −  u ˆ x  
uˆ x]L 
u ; (3.8)
where  xu is the normalized cross-covariance  ˆ xu :=
L−1
x  xuL− 
u =  
u ˆ x whose singular values (bounded by one
in magnitude) are the well-known canonical correlation
coe cients of the input and present state. The canonical
correlation coe cients are the cosines of the principal an-
gles (Golub & Van Loan, 1989) between the subspaces
spanned by the two blocks of random variables and are
clearly invariant with respect to change of basis. In fact, we
can see that the error propagation, in any  xed, in particular
orthonormal, basis, is governed by the matrix I −  ˆ xu  
ˆ xu
which is also basis independent. We may say that error
propagation in the regression (3.5) depends on the degree
of collinearity of the regressors. 6
Any measure of near singularity of I −  ˆ xu  
ˆ xu, e.g. the
smallest eigenvalue, can be used as an index of collinearity.
Infact,exceptforapathologicallyunlikelysituationofsmall
but all identical principal angles, the condition number of
this matrix can also be used.
Proposition 5. For the ideal regression (3.2) in a  xed
basis, the relative accuracy of the estimates of A;C depends
only on the collinearity of ˆ x and u, namely on the size of the
smallest singular value of I − ˆ xu  
ˆ xu. Dually, for a given
input covariance, or, in particular, for a given input signal,
the relative accuracy of the estimates of B;D depends only
on the size of the smallest singular value of the normalized
cross-covariance matrix I −  u ˆ x  
u ˆ x.
6 Regressors are called collinear when some principal angle between
the relative subspaces is close to zero.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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An essentially equivalent statement will be shown to hold
also for the N4SID and MOESP methods. See Proposition 7
below.
Remark6. One may wonder why the standard algorithms
in the literature do not suggest simply to choose ˆ x(t) with
orthonormal components and use instead speci c choices of
basis which are not orthonormal. The reason seems to be
that the choice of basis in uences the accuracy of the state
estimation step, i.e. the error incurred in the construction
of the  nite data estimate ˆ X t. The state estimation is, in
fact, a model reduction step, implemented in practice by
discarding “small” singular values in a SVD of a certain
“large” Hankel matrix. This makes some special choices of
basis preferable, since they may lead to a better accuracy in
the approximation step and eventually to a more accurate
transfer function estimate. Consider for example the case
when the exogenous input u(t) is uncorrelated with ˆ x(t), in
particular when u is white or absent (e.g. in the situation of
time series identi cation). Then (3.5) is replaced by  
A
C
 
 ˆ x ˆ x =
 
 ˆ x1 ˆ x
 y ˆ x
 
; (3.9)
which implies that, in this case, it is the condition number
of the unconditional state covariance matrix  ˆ x ˆ x that de-
termines the accuracy of estimation of (A;C). Since  ˆ x ˆ x
depends only on the particular choice of basis in the state
space it could, say, be made equal to the identity matrix by
choosing a state vector with orthonormal components, ap-
parently resulting in a perfectly well-conditioned estimation
problem.
Actually, for the reasons explained above, this choice of
basis is not to be recommended; the “best” choice being
the so-called stochastically balanced basis described (e.g.
Desai & Pal, 1984).
Although practical subspace identi cation methods re-
quire to deal with more complicated regression problems,
it will be seen in the following sections that the analysis of
the ideal case remains valid to a large extent.
3.2. Conditioning of N4SID
We shall quickly review the N4SID algorithm of Van
Overschee and De Moor, 1994. The  rst object which is
computedistheoutputpredictormatrixbasedonjointinput–
output data. By following the same steps leading to (2.18),
but now using tails of  nite length, one obtains the relation 7
Z[t;T] :=EN[Y[t;T]|P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]]
=    ˆ X t + HdU[t;T] + Hs ˜ E[t;T]; (3.10)
where   
  =T −t, is the (extended) observability matrix of
model (2.16), ˆ X t is the n×N tail matrix of the Kalman  lter
7 In Van Overschee and De Moor (1994) the notation Zt is used instead
of our Z[t;T].
state, Hd (see (2.18)) and Hs are the lower triangular block
Toeplitz matrices of the deterministic subsystem (A;B;C;D)
and of the stochastic subsystem (A;B;K;I) and ˜ E[t;T] is an
error term given by
˜ E[t;T] := EN[E[t;T]|P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]] (3.11)
which goes to zero as N →∞ .
Motivated by this expression, an estimate, ˆ   , of the ob-
servability matrix    is obtained by an oblique projection
of Z[t;T] along U[t;T], followed by an SVD factorization and
order estimation by neglecting small singular values.
Once ˆ    is computed, the second step of the procedure
is to form the matrix ˆ  
†
 Z[t;T], where † denotes the Moore–
Penrose pseudo-inverse. Assuming that the order estimation
in the SVD step is consistent, ˆ    converges to the true ob-
servability matrix for N →∞ . Now ˆ  
†
 Z[t;T] approximates
the “pseudostate”
 †
 Z[t;T] = ˆ X t +  †
 HdU[t;T] +  †
 Hs ˜ E[t;T] (3.12)
(see Eq. (15) in Van Overschee & De Moor, 1994) which
satis es a linear recursion of the form
 
 
†
 −1Z[t+1;T]
Yt
 
=
 
A
C
 
 †
 Z[t;T]
+
 
K1
K2
 
U[t;T] + E⊥; (3.13)
where (K1;K2) are known functions of the parameters
of the stationary system, depending in particular on the
(A;C) parameters, see Eq. (43) in Van Overschee and De
Moor (1994). This relation is nevertheless interpreted as a
linear regression, as if the unknown parameters (A;C) and
(K1;K2) were independent. With in nitely many data
(N →∞ ), the term E⊥ is orthogonal to the row span of
U[t0;T] and to the row span of  
†
 Z[t;T]. Hence the least-square
solution of the regression problem (3.13) provides con-
sistent estimates of the parameters (A;C) and (K1;K2).
Assuming N is large enough, so that the rowspaces of
ˆ  
†
 Z[t;T] and U[t;T] have only the zero vector in common, the
estimates are the oblique projections of the LHS of (3.13)
(naturally one uses ˆ  
†
 −1Z[t+1;T] in place of  
†
 −1Z[t+1;T]),
onto the rowspace of ˆ  
†
 Z[t;T] along the rowspace of
U[t;T] and, respectively, onto U[t;T] along the rowspace
of ˆ  
†
 Z[t;T].
Clearly, a crucial issue for assessing the sensitivity of
the solutions to noise, is how “parallel” are the rowspaces
of U[t;T] and ˆ  
†
 Z[t;T]. For nearly parallel row spaces one
expects that the estimation of the parameters (A;C) and
(K1;K2) of the regression will be ill-conditioned, and the
parameter estimates be a ected by large errors.
To analyze this situation we shall again assume that
the sample size N →∞and adopt the stochastic setup
used in the previous section. Tail matrices will again beARTICLE IN PRESS
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substituted by their corresponding limit stochastic vectors,
denoted by lower case boldface symbols. In particular, the
limit pseudo-state vector (3.12) at time t, can be written as
the sum of the conditional Kalman  lter state, ˆ x(t), and the
future-input dependent quantity  
†
 Hdu+
t so that, denoting
ˆ   x(t): =ˆ x(t)+ 
†
 Hdu+
t and using (2.16), in the limit (3.13)
becomes
 
ˆ   x(t +1 )
y(t)
 
=
 
A
C
 
ˆ   x(t)+
 
K1
K2
 
u+
t
+
 
K(t)
I
 
ˆ e(t); (3.14)
where the last term is orthogonal to the space spanned by
the random variables ˆ   x(t);u+
t .
Now, under the consistency condition (3.3), the sub-
spaces spanned by (the components of) ˆ   x(t) and u+
t have
only the zero random variable in common. In this situation
we can use the oblique projection Lemma (Katayama &
Picci, 1999; Lemma 1, p. 1637), to express the pa-
rameter estimates as solutions of the Wiener–Hopf type
equations
 
A
C
 
   x  x|u+ =
 
   x1   x|u+
 y  x|u+
 
;
 
K1
K2
 
 u+u+|  x =
 
   x1u+|  x
 yu+|  x
 
;
which also involve various conditional covariance matrices.
The expressions appearing in the left hand side are
   x  x|u+ = Var{ˆ   x(t) − E(ˆ   x(t)|u+
t )};
 u+u+|  x = Var{u+
t − E(u+
t |ˆ   x(t))}; (3.15)
the formulas for    x1   x|u+, etc. being similar, involving   x1 ≡
ˆ   x(t + 1) and y ≡ y(t). Noting the obvious identity
   x  x|u+ = Var{ˆ x(t) − E(ˆ x(t)|u+
t )} :=  ˆ x ˆ x|u+
we come to the conclusion that the conditioning of the prob-
lem (3.13) is the same of the two linear problems
 
A
C
 
 ˆ x ˆ x|u+ =
 
 ˆ x1   x|u+
 y ˆ x|u+
 
; (3.16)
 
K1
K2
 
 u+u+|  x =
 
   x1u+|  x
 yu+|  x
 
: (3.17)
Let us now introduce the cross-covariance matrices     :=
E[u+
t ˆ   x(t) ],   := E[u+
t ˆ x(t) ], and let Lu+ denote the
Cholesky factor of  u+u+ (the covariance matrix of u+
t ), so
that Lu+L 
u+ = u+u+. Further, let ˆ   and ˆ     be the normalized
cross-covariances
ˆ     := L
−1
u+    L
− 
  x ; ˆ   := L
−1
u+  L
− 
ˆ x ;
whose singular values are the canonical correlation coef-
 cients of u+
t and ˆ x(t), and of u+
t and ˆ   x(t), respectively.
These quantities are interpreted as the cosines of the princi-
pal angles between the subspaces generated by u+
t and ˆ x(t)
and, respectively, between the subspaces generated by u+
t
and ˆ   x(t). Evidently these angles do not depend on the par-
ticular generators, but only on the spanned subspaces.
Proposition 7. In any  xed basis ˆ x(t), the condition num-
ber 
 
 ˆ x ˆ x|u+
 
dependsonlyontheprincipalanglesbetween
the future input subspace generated by u+
t and the state
space ˆ Xt. In fact, we have the following bound:
 
 
 ˆ x ˆ x|u+
 
6 ( ˆ x ˆ x)
1 −  2
min( ˆ  )
1 −  2
max( ˆ  )
; (3.18)
where  max;  min denote the largest and smallest singular
values. In particular, if ˆ x(t) is an orthonormal basis for
the state space ˆ Xt of the model (2.16), the maximal and
minimal singular values of  ˆ x ˆ x|u+ are 1 −  2
min( ˆ  ) and
1 −  2
max( ˆ  ), respectively and  
 
 ˆ x ˆ x|u+
 
is equal to the
right factor in (3.18).
Similarly, for a  xed input covariance,  u+u+, the condi-
tion number  
 
 u+u+|  x
 
depends only on the principal an-
gles between the subspaces generated by u+
t and ˆ   x(t) and
can be estimated by
 
 
 u+u+|  x
 
6 ( u+u+)
1
1 −  2
max( ˆ    )
: (3.19)
These bounds are sharp (i.e. there are situations in which
the inequalities (3.18) and (3.19) become equalities).
Proof. The formulas are based on the factorizations
 ˆ x ˆ x|u+ =Lˆ x(I − ˆ    ˆ  )L 
ˆ x and  u+u+|  x=Lu+(I − ˆ     ˆ     )L 
u+,
which follow from well-known expressions for the condi-
tional covariances  ˆ x ˆ x|u+ and  u+u+|  x. From these formulas
it is readily seen that
 max
 
 ˆ x ˆ x|u+
 
6 max
 
Lˆ xL 
ˆ x
  
1 −  min
 
ˆ    ˆ  
  
;
 min
 
 ˆ x ˆ x|u+
 
¿ min
 
Lˆ xL 
ˆ x
  
1 −  max
 
ˆ    ˆ  
  
;
so that taking the quotient one gets (3.18). The proof of
(3.19) is similar; just note that  min
 
ˆ     ˆ     
 
=0 since in allARTICLE IN PRESS
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subspace methods the dimension of u+
t is larger than that
of ˆ   x(t) so that ˆ     ˆ      is singular.
As the state space ˆ Xt and the future input space U[t;T] be-
come “closer” (i.e. the smallest canonical angle approaches
zero),  max
 
ˆ  
 
and  max
 
ˆ    
 
tend to one and the prob-
lem becomes more ill-conditioned. In fact, when, say, the
smallest canonical angle between the subspaces generated
by u+
t and ˆ x(t) tends to zero, the two spaces tend to have
a non-zero intersection and  ˆ x ˆ x|u+ becomes singular, i.e.
 min( ˆ x ˆ x|u+) → 0 in which case one has, except for very
degenerate cases,  ( ˆ x ˆ x|u+) →∞ . Similarly one may show
that  
 
 u+u+|  x
 
→∞ .
As we can see from (3.19), the computation of (K1;K2)
can be ill-conditioned also when  ( u+u+) is large. This
possible cause of ill-conditioning has to do with wide vari-
ations in the amplitude of the input spectrum (Grenander &
Szeg  o, 1958; S  oderstr  om & Stoica, 1989) and is observed in
particular when there are frequency bands where the spec-
trum is nearly zero, causing “insu cient excitation”. Al-
though there is a general di use understanding of this phe-
nomenon, a precise characterization of its role in subspace
identi cation does not seem to have been pointed out before.
The situation is relatively safe if u is a white noise process,
in which case  ( u+u+)=1. However, even when u is nearly
white, the problem (3.17) could still be badly conditioned
due to small canonical angles between the state and future
input spaces as it can be seen from (3.19).
One also sees that the condition numbers of the N4SID
regression are always larger than those occurring for the
ideal regression problem (3.1), i.e. for the linear Eqs. (3.5)
and(3.6).Themoreso,thelargerthefuturehorizon =T−t.
This is so, since the bounds (3.18)( 3.19) involve angles
with the whole future input space, while for the ideal re-
gression (3.13) only angles with the present input space are
involved.
4. Conditioning of the robust N4SID and of
MOESP-type methods
In this section we shall see that the computation of
the asymptotic estimates of (A;C) in the “robust” N4SID
method of Van Overschee and De Moor (1996) and in the
so-called PO-MOESP method of Verhaegen, 1994,i sd e -
scribed, except for a change of basis in the state space, by
the same formulas found for N4SID. Therefore the same
conditioning analysis which applies to N4SID (in particular
Proposition 7) also applies to these two methods.
In the process of doing this, we shall actually establish
that the algorithm PO-MOESP and the “robusti ed” N4SID
method, produce the same estimates of A and C even for
 nite sample size N. This fact seems to have been noticed
experimentally before, but, to the best of our knowledge,
has never been formally proven.
Both methods are based on a predictor matrix Zc
[t;T], de-
 ned as the orthogonal projection of the future outputs Y[t;T]
onto the “complementary” data space 8 spanned by the rows
of the matrix U⊥
[t;T] := P[t0;t) − EN[P[t0;t)|U[t;T]].
Consider the singular value decomposition
Zc
[t;T] = USV   =[ U1 U2]
 
S1 0
0 S2
  
V  
1
V  
2
 
having say nc “most signi cant” singular values, where U1
are the  rst nc columns of U, V1 the  rst nc rows of V and S1
the upper-left nc×nc corner of S. By neglecting the “small”
singular values, we obtain a full-rank factorization
Zc
[t;T] = ˆ  c
  ˆ X c
t; (4.1)
where
ˆ  c
  = U1S
1=2
1 ; ˆ X c
t = S
1=2
1 V T
1 : (4.2)
Since as N →∞ , the last term in the expression
Zc
[t;T] =EN[Z[t;T]|U⊥
[t;T]]
=  EN[ ˆ X t|U⊥
[t;T]]+EN[W ⊥|U⊥
[t;T]] (4.3)
tends to zero and, in force of the consistency condition (3.3),
the rank of the projected matrix EN[ ˆ X t|U⊥
[t;T]] is equal to n
(the true state dimension), the oblique projection of Z[t;T]
along the rowspace of U[t;T] and Zc
[t;T] asymptotically have
the same column spaces and the same rank n.
Hence if the rank determination step in the factorization
(4.1) is statistically consistent (i.e., asymptotically nc = n)
the two factors in (4.1) both admit a limit, in a sense made
precise in the following proposition.
Proposition 8. Assume that the rank determination step in
thefactorization(4.1)isstatisticallyconsistent,then,inthe
limit for N →∞ , the factors (4.1) of the complementary
predictor Zc
[t;T] converge, in the following sense. There is a
n × n nonsingular matrix T such that,
ˆ  c
  →   T−1 (4.4)
and the tail matrix ˆ X c
t becomes the random vector
ˆ xc(t): =TE[ˆ x(t)|U⊥
[t;T]]=T(ˆ x(t) − E[ˆ x(t)|U[t;T)]) (4.5)
called the complementary state of the system. The comple-
mentary state satis es the recursion
 
ˆ xc(t +1 )
y(t)
 
=
 
Ac
Cc
 
ˆ xc(t)+
 
B1
B2
 
u+
t + ˜ e⊥; (4.6)
where
Ac = TAT−1 Cc = CT−1: (4.7)
8 “Complementary”, since it is the orthogonal complement of UN
[t;T]
in the data space PN
[t0;t) ∨ UN
[t;T]. The notation U⊥
[t;T] is not completely
consistent since the ambient space of the complement varies with t.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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B1;B2 are suitable matrix functions of the parameters of
the stationary system generating the data, and ˜ e⊥, a ran-
dom vector orthogonal to the data space P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T].
The  rst two terms in the right member of (4.6) are un-
correlated. Hence the parameters (Ac;Cc) are the solution
of the Wiener–Hopf type equations
Ac(E[ˆ xc(t)(ˆ xc(t)) ]) = E[ˆ xc(t + 1)(ˆ xc(t)) ]; (4.8)
Cc(E[ˆ xc(t)(ˆ xc(t)) ]) = E[y(t)(ˆ xc(t)) ]: (4.9)
Proof. That for N →∞ , Zc
[t;T] tends to   ˆ xc(t) follows
from (4.3) and from
ˆ X c
t := EN[ ˆ X t|U⊥
[t;T]] → ˆ xc(t)
(second-order ergodicity). Then (4.4) follows from the con-
sistency assumption and the discussion preceding the state-
ment of the proposition. Consider next the N4SID pseu-
dostate ˆ   x(t), introduced in the previous section. It follows
from (4.5) that
T ˆ   x(t)=T ˆ x(t)+T †
 Hdu+
t = ˆ xc(t)+ tu+
t ;
where  tu+
t := TE
 
ˆ x(t)|u+
t
 
+T 
†
 Hdu+
t . It is clear that  t
depends only on the parameters of the system. Substituting
thelastexpressioninto(3.14)andcollectingthetermswhich
depend on u+
t , one obtains (4.6), with ˜ e⊥ = Te⊥.
By construction ˆ xc(t) and u+
t are uncorrelated, therefore
right-multiplying (4.6)b yˆ xc(t)  and taking expectations
one obtains (4.8), (4.9).
Note that the covariance of the complementary state is,
modulo a change of basis, just the conditional covariance of
the Kalman state ˆ x(t) given the future outputs u+
t ,
 ˆ xc ˆ xc =( E[ˆ xc(t)(ˆ xc(t)) ]) = T ˆ x ˆ x|u+T : (4.10)
This is a direct consequence of (4.5), which will be used
later.
4.1. The “Robust” N4SID
The new estimate (4.2) of the observability matrix can
be used instead of ˆ    in order to get a more robust estimate
of the N4SID pseudostate (3.12). This leads to the “robust”
N4SID method, where the estimates of A and C are obtained
by solving in the least square sense the regression
 
( ˆ  c
 −1)†Z[t+1;T]
Yt
 
=
 
Ac
Cc
 
( ˆ  c
 )†Z[t;T] +
 
Kc
1
Kc
2
 
U[t;T] + W ⊥: (4.11)
The parameters now carry a superscript c since they are
not exactly the same of the regression model (3.13) but are
instead related by the change of basis
Ac = TAT−1;C c = CT−1; Kc
i = TKi;
i =1 ;2; (4.12)
where T is the asymptotic change of basis corresponding to
the SVD factorization (4.1).
It follows from the asymptotic analysis of the previous
paragraphs that solving these equations leads asymptotically
to Wiener–Hopf equations of the same type as (3.16)( 3.17).
In fact, we see that the estimates of the standard and robusti-
 ed N4SID methods asymptotically di er only by a nonsin-
gular change of basis, and therefore the same conditioning
analysis of the previous subsection applies to the estimation
of A;C by the robusti ed method.
It should be noted that although the change of basis in-
duced by the matrix T =(  c
 )†   leads to a change of the
eigenvalues of T ˆ x ˆ x|u+T , and seemingly to a possibly dif-
ferent conditioning of the two methods, the change of basis
does not a ect the canonical angles and hence the e ect of
a near parallelism of the state and future input spaces in the
accuracy of computation of A and C is exactly the same in
the two methods.
Remark9. It may be objected that in practice one observes
an improvement in the robust N4SID with respect to the
standard N4SID method. The improvement is apparently
due to avoiding the computation of the observability matrix
by an oblique projection as it was instead suggested in the
early version of the algorithm. The crucial modi cation to
this e ect is the right-multiplication of the predictor matrix
Z[t;T] by the projection matrix onto the orthogonal comple-
ment of the future input space, U⊥
[t;T], to form Zc
[t;T]. See
formula (4.3). This leads to a di erent SVD factorization
and in general to a better estimate of the observability ma-
trix. We have just shown however, that, asymptotically, the
regression determining A;C is exactly the same as that oc-
curring in N4SID, except for a change of basis in the state
space. One can see from the formulas given in the compan-
ion paper Chiuso & Picci, 2004b (see also Chiuso & Picci,
2004a), that the asymptotic variances of the two estimates
are in fact the same up to a change of basis in the state
space. This of course has no in uence on the variance of the
estimated transfer function.
To add some more evidence supporting this conclusion,
one may check with various expressions for the asymptotic
variance derived in Bauer, Deistler and Scherrer (2000) and
Bauer and Ljung (2001), where it is shown that, provided
the basis has been  xed, the “right” weighting matrix in
the SVD calculation, has asymptotically no in uence on the
accuracy of estimates obtained by algorithms based on the
so called “state sequence” approach, which is precisely the
one pursued by N4SID and its robusti ed version.
Of course asymptotic variances are only part of the
story and it is well known that procedures which yieldARTICLE IN PRESS
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asymptotically equivalent estimates may lead to notice-
able di erences in  nite time computations. As shown in
Chiuso and Picci, 2000, the ( nite-sample) accuracy of the
estimates in the standard and robusti ed N4SID methods
may indeed di er dramatically. It is clear (and also shown
in Chiuso & Picci, 2000) that poor accuracy in computing
the N4SID estimate of    with a  nite sample, can also be
attributed to near collinearity of the state and future inputs,
since there is an oblique projection involved. However
the errors due to collinearity enter in this analysis only as
second order terms in the computation of the perturbation
in A and C and so they do not in uence the asymptotic
variance. Clearly this does not prevent the  nite sample
accuracies to be signi cantly di erent as noted experimen-
tally for instance looking at the poles of the estimates. The
improvement in robust N4SID is essentially a  nite-data
phenomenon which is not visible from the asymptotic
analysis performed in this section.
There are other improvements in the robust version re-
garding the estimation of (B;D) which we shall not discuss
at this stage.
4.2. Equivalence of Robust N4SID and MOESP
We now show that the estimates of A and C obtained
from the so-called PO-MOESP method (Verhaegen, 1994),
are identical to those obtained from the “robust” N4SID
method. Given a matrix   we shall denote by     the matrix
obtained from   removing the  rst m rows and by   the
one removing the last m rows.
Lemma 10. For  nite N, the right factor ˆ X c
t in (4.1)
satis es the recursion
 
ˆ X c
t+1
Yt
 
=
 
Ac
Cc
 
ˆ X c
t +
 
B1
B2
 
U[t;T] + ˜ W ⊥; (4.13)
where limN→∞ ˜ W ⊥ := ˜ e⊥, a random vector orthogonal to
the data space P[t0;t) ∨ U[t;T]. The  rst two terms in the
sum in the right-hand side are orthogonal.
The least-squares solutions ( ˆ A; ˆ C) of the regressions
(4.11) and (4.13) are the same.
Proof. Since
ˆ X c
t =(ˆ  c
 )†EN[Z[t;T]|U⊥
[t;T]];
we can write
ˆ X c
t =(ˆ  c
 )†Z[t;T] +  tU[t;T]:
for some suitable matrix  t. In analogy with (4.1) we also
de ne
Zc
t+1 =EN[Y[t+1;T]|U⊥
[t+1;T]]
=EN[Z[t+1;T]|U⊥
[t+1;T]] (4.14)
and note that ˆ X c
t+1=( ˆ  c
 −1)†Zc
t+1. Similarly, one can see that
ˆ X c
t+1 =(ˆ  c
 −1)†Z[t+1;T] +  t+1U[t+1;T]:
Substituting these expressions into (4.11) we get (4.13). The
statement about ˜ e⊥ follows from Proposition 8.
Proposition 11. Let the estimate of the observability ma-
trix ˆ  c
  be given by formula (4.2). Let ˆ A =(ˆ  c
 )
†
( ˆ  c
 ) and
let ˆ C be given by the  rst m rows of ˆ  c
 , i.e. ˆ C =(ˆ  c
 )[1:m].
Then ( ˆ A; ˆ C) solve (4.13)( and therefore (4.11)) in the least
squares sense.
Proof. The least-squares solutions, say ( ˆ Ac; ˆ Cc), of (4.13),
are given by
ˆ Ac = ˆ X c
t+1( ˆ X c
t) [ ˆ X c
t( ˆ X c
t) ]
−1;
ˆ Cc = Yt( ˆ X c
t) [ ˆ X c
t( ˆ X c
t) ]
−1:
We shall focus  rst on the equation for ˆ Ac. From (4.1), and
(4.14) we see that
ˆ X c
t+1( ˆ X c
t) 
=( ˆ  c
 −1)†EN[Y[t+1;T]|U⊥
[t+1;T]][( ˆ  c
 )†EN[Y[t;T]|U⊥
[t;T]]]
 :
Since spanU⊥
[t;T] ⊆ spanU⊥
[t+1;T], the formula above can be
rewritten as
ˆ X c
t+1( ˆ X c
t) 
=(ˆ  c
 −1)†EN[Y[t+1;T]|U⊥
[t;T]][( ˆ  c
 )†EN[Y[t;T]|U⊥
[t;T]]]
 
=(ˆ  c
 −1)†   Zc
[t;T](Zc
[t;T]) (( ˆ  c
 )†) :
Similarly, we have
[ ˆ X c
t( ˆ X c
t) ]=(ˆ  c
 )†Zc
[t;T](Zc
[t;T]) (( ˆ  c
 )†) :
Now it follows from (4.2) that the pseudo-inverses have the
following expressions:
( ˆ  c
 )† = S
−1=2
1 U 
1 ; ( ˆ  c
 −1)† =( U1S
1=2
1 )†
and hence the least-squares estimate of Ac by the “robust”
N4SID method can be rewritten as
ˆ Ac =(ˆ  c
 )
†
USV  (VSU )(S
−1=2
1 U 
1 ) 
×[(S
−1=2
1 U 
1 )(USV  )(USV  ) (S
−1=2
1 U 
1 ) ]
−1
=(ˆ  c
 )
†
U1S
1=2
1 =(ˆ  c
 )
†
( ˆ  c
 ); (4.15)
which is exactly the estimate of the PO-MOESP method.
Next, we shall deal with ˆ Cc. Denote by Zc
t the matrix
obtained selecting the  rst m rows of Zc
[t;T]. The estimate
of Cc is computed by an orthogonal projection of Yt onto
ˆ X c
t (see equation (4.13). However, from (4.1), Yt = Zc
t ⊕
˜ Y t where ˜ Y t is orthogonal to Zc
[t;T] and therefore to ˆ X c
t.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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This implies that
ˆ Cc =Yt( ˆ X c
t) [ ˆ X c
t( ˆ X c
t) ]
−1
=Zc
t ( ˆ X c
t) [ ˆ X c
t( ˆ X c
t) ]
−1 =(ˆ  c
 )[1:m] (4.16)
which, once again, coincides with the PO-MOESP
estimate.
From what we have shown above we can assert that
PO-MOESP can also be seen as a realization-based method
which uses as (theoretical) pseudo-state the complementary
state vector ˆ xc of (4.6). The estimates of A and C are also
expressible asymptotically as solutions to the Wiener–Hopf
equation (4.8). In fact, as far as the estimation of (A;C)
is concerned, the conditioning of the PO-MOESP and
Robust N4SID methods are the same.
Remark12. We would like to warn the reader that the last
statement is not true if a di erent estimate of the observabil-
ity matrix than (4.2) is used. For instance estimates obtained
by enforcing shift invariance of the estimate ˆ    in the stan-
dard N4SID algorithm, are not similar to the robust N4SID
estimates.
Sometimes the estimate of the observability matrix is
taken to be ˆ  c
  := U1 without the diagonal factor S
1=2
1 .I ti s
straightforwardtocheckthattheabovecalculationsholdver-
batim in this case also, showing that even with this choice of
the observability matrix, PO-MOESP and “robust” N4SID
give identical estimates.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an error analysis which
applies to some commonly used subspace identi cation
methods with inputs. We have shown that in presence of
collinearity of the regressors these methods may lead to
inaccurate estimates of the system parameters (and of the
relative transfer function). We have also demonstrated that
some of the most well-known algorithms in the literature (in
particular robust N4SID and PO-MOESP) are equivalent
as far as estimation of the matrices (A;C) is concerned.
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